A damage evolution model developed by the authors is utilized to study the effect of damage induced anisotropy on constitutive behavior and failure strength of laminates. It is shown that extension-shear coupling coefficients of the in-plane stiffness matrix radically change due to unequal damage accumulation in plies with opposite orientation under shear loading. This, in general, causes significant reduction in laminate shear strength. The angle-ply orientation and presence of zero degree plies in a laminate have a notable effect on damaged induced anisotropy.
It is well-known that material anisotropy of advanced composite laminates can play important role in laminate response to loading [I] . In [2] , the bending-twisting coupling coefficients, Dl6' D w are shown to reduce the buckling resistance of balanced symmetric composite plates and corrugated panels. Unlike bending-twisting, there is no initial extension-shear coupling in a balanced laminate. The expressions for 016,026 coefficients are odd functions of ply angle of orientation, therefore, contributions of plies with opposite orientation cancel each other [3] . However, the strains in material directions of these plies in the laminate are not equal. In the absence of shear deformation 1 x
• of laminate, the opposite orientation of plies results in opposite sign of shear strain 1 12 , The~hear strength does not depend on sign of shear stress/strain in material directions of the ply, therefore, similar damage appears in ±a plies and laminate remains balanced up to the final failure. However, if shear component of loading is present, shear laminate strain causes different strain state in ±a plies which results in a nonsymmetric failure and stiffness degradation of these plies. As a consequence the laminate becomes unbalanced. The growth of extension-shear coupling due to damage in an initially balanced [0, ±30, 90] Kevlar/epoxy laminate is presented in [4] . The objective of this letter is the study of effects ot laminate lay-up on damage induced anisotropy. A probabilistic model of damage evolution in laminates developed in [4] [5] [6] is used in the analysis. Random quasi-stationary in-plane loading is defined as Gaussian process with autocorrelation time 'to in the model. The probability of ply failure is calculated based on stochastic function theory and the theory of excursions of random process beyond the limits. Maximum strain failure criterion is applied to estimate failure probabilities in plies. Three modes of failure, i. e. fiber breakage, matrix transverse failure, and matrix or interface shear cracking are taken into account. Calculated probabilities are utilized in reducing ply stiffness based on the mesovolume concept [5] . A numerical algorithm for damage evolutionand deformation history prediction of laminates is developed. Model predictions are compared with the experimental observations in [6] . In present study, this model is used to analyze the behavior of [tel and [On' ±30] Kevlar/epoxy laminates under the shear loading. The properties of unidirectional Kevlar/epoxy ply used in the calculations are given in [5] .
Consider the [±30] angle-ply behavior under the shear loading. The predicted stressstrain curves for the laminate are shown in Figure lao The loading rate is 10 MPaI't o and loading deviation is 10 MPa for all the results presented in this paper. Figure 1b shows average longitudinal (rll), transverse (r22), and shear (r12)damage formation in the laminate as a function of the loading. Figure 2a presents the variation of ratios of extension-shear coefficients A16' A 26 to shear stiffness A 66. Analysis shows that the matrix transverse failure which starts to develope in both plies almost immediately after the load application (Figure 1b) does not create any significant extension-shear coupling. Small negative value of A 26 coefficient (Figure 2a ) is due to slightly higher matrix failure in -30 degree ply. The compressive fiber breakage in -30 ply at about 50% of the final failure load is the one causing sharp increase in both A16' A 26 • After sufficient amount of this damage is accumulated, shear failure starts to develope in 30 degree ply followed by shear failure in -30 degree ply. Final failure occurs when fiber damage in 30 degree ply begins. The extension-shear coupling appears to be important at loading levels higher than 60% of the laminate strength and the degree of anisotropy increases with the load increase. The maximal value of A 16 coefficient at failure exceeds the shear stiffness of laminate by 60%. It is also seen (Figure la) that anisotropy causes significant longitudinal strain development at loading levels higher then 60% of the strength. Figure 2b presents the predicted stress-strain curves without taking into account A 16' A 26 terms. It is obvious that the normal strain components are identically zero without the presence of the coupling stiffness terms. Comparisons with Figure  la show that neglecting the effect of anisotropy leads to the overestimation of laminate strength by about 45% and makes shear strain diagram less nonlinear. .
-
Strain,% Stress, MPa The variations of the maximum coupling coefficients at failure and predicted shear strength with angle S in Kevlar/epoxy [±S] laminates are shown in Figures 3.5 12 and 5' 12 correspond to shear strength calculated with Sand without taking into account damage induced anisotropy, respectively. Note that the variations of strength are symmetric about 45 degree angle of orientation but A 16' A 26 coefficients interchange. Analysis shows that maximum degree of anisotropy due to damage is achieved in the angle-ply with fiber orientation in between 20-25 degrees. At this orientation A I6 coefficient is almost twice as large as shear stiffness A 66 • A sig-nificant effect of anisotropy on strength of the angle-ply laminates is observed for orientations higher than 20 degrees (Figure 3b ). It is seen that if the damage induced anisotropy is not taken into account, the predicted strength can be overestimated by a factor of two. Table 1 . Increasing the number of O-degree plies from 0 to 10 reduces the maximum shear-extension coupling at failure by approximately 40%. This effect is more pronounced for A 26 coefficient. Shear strength S12 is also reduced by half for the same variation in the number of the plies. Comparisons of the shear strength with and without accounting for the anisotropy, show that the damage induced shear-extension coupling becomes less important for the laminates with a low relative content of ±30 plies. The values of S12 and S'12 are almost equal for the [01O,±30lslaminate. 
